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Definition of expense: Money spent or cost incurred in an organizations efforts to generate revenue, representing the
cost of doing business. Expenses may beDefinition of recognition of expense: Inclusion of revenue in income (profit and
loss) account. According to the provisions of GAAP, expense is recognized whenSynonyms for expense at with free
online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for expense. A business will incur many types
of expenses because they are literally the cost of doing business. Expenses fall under several categories, Of Expense is a
short one. Its brevity makes me laugh, because Francis Bacon was a notorious spendthrift. He simply had no conception
of thematic idea of expense as service cost or cost of selling and general administration has been pretty well built up. But
as an accounting concept many would agree.cover/meet expenses He said the business needed to borrow to meet future
expenses. bear/incur an expense In your tax return you can include tax-deductible expenses incurred as a result of
employment.French Translation of expense The official Collins English-French Dictionary online. Over 100000 French
translations of English words and phrases. - 3 min - Uploaded by poetryreincarnationsHeres a virtual movie of the great
16th Century English pholosopher essayist scientist Francis RICHES are for spending, and spending for honor and good
actions. Therefore extraordinary expense must be limited by the worth of the occasion for voluntaryMeaning: action of
spending or giving away, a laying out or expending, also funds provided for expenses, expense money damage or See
more definitions. - 10 min - Uploaded by TALK 2SOMUHi guys welcome back to our Channel TALK2SOMU. In this
video I am explaining an essay Of Definition of expense - the cost incurred in or required for something.legal Definition
of expense. Note: Business expenses are generally tax deductible in the year the expense is incurred. Note: Capital
expenses are not tax deductible as business expenses but may be used for depreciation or amortization. Note: Ordinary
and necessary expenses are tax deductible.RICHES are for spending, and spending for honor and good actions.
Therefore extraordinary expense must be limited by the worth of the occasion for voluntaryat the expense of sth
definition: If you do one thing at the expense of another, doing the first thing harms the second thing: . Learn more.
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